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focus on writing paragraphs and essays is a clear inviting text that engages students visually demonstrates concepts with color and highlighting and
offers students the support and coverage they need to write well in college focus on writing offers the unique self assessment tool test topic
sentence evidence summary statement and transitions which works clearly and simply to motivate students and empowers them to become capable
writers and self editors in this revision best selling authors laurie kirszner and stephen mandell provide more support for moving from paragraph to
essay more step by step coverage of the writing process and more diverse examples exercises and models making the text both student friendly and
thorough this text is a comprehensive guide to developing well focused paragraphs and short essays it is an all in one rhetoric reader handbook ideal
for instructors who want to order only one book for the course the authors carefully pace instruction and help students actively experience the
relationship among reading thinking and writing the book is characterized by an extremely friendly teaching voice simple yet complete explanations and
ample opportunity for students to discuss practice and write get writing paragraphs and essays is designed to develop students confidence and skills
as writers by engaging them in their own writing through tapping into their personal interests with inventive assignments prompts and activities that
help them focus their critical thinking skills like its successful predecessor get writing sentences and paragraphs this paragraph to essay text keeps
students continually writing and provides them with examples that cover a wide variety of topics to appeal to students across the disciplines this
basic writing rhetoric worktext focuses on paragraph and essay writing skills while featuring ample grammar coverage it explores the full complexity
of the writing process helping students to improve their composing processes and their ability to revise their writing for the 5 qualities of good writing
focus development unity coherence and correctness along these lines is a great all around introduction to paragraph and essay writing for first year
and esl students its accessible workbook style presents a clear step by step introduction to the stages of the writing process the word lines in the
title refers to these stages which are called thought lines outlines rough lines and final lines and serve as convenient prompts for each stage the
fourth canadian edition features new readings additional content on plagiarism and an increased focus on reading and writing to help prepare students
for essay writing mycanadianwritinglab is not included with the purchase of this product students have much to say about their goals families jobs
college and the world around them get writing paragraphs and essays develops students confidence and skills as writers by engaging them in their own
writing through tapping into their personal interests with inventive assignments prompts and activities that help them focus their critical thinking
skills like its successful predecessor get writing sentences and paragraphs this paragraph to essay text keeps students continually writing with
numerous inventive assignments prompts and activities that give them the opportunity to express themselves and build confidence in their ability to
create thesis statements draft and develop paragraphs and write and revise their own essays along these lines better prepares students for their
future writing courses john biays and carol wershoven believe you do this by offering students constant reinforcement of the writing process with a
conversational tone and a blend of engaging activities each writing chapter takes students through the steps of generating ideas through prewriting
planning drafting and proofreading in order to polish your writing along these lines will help prepare your students to by providing the most thorough
writing process coverage found in any developmental writing series including integrating the writing process throughout every writing chapter
introducing students to peer review and collaborative exercises and adding a full chapter on the research process with a combined process and product
approach to academic writing this second edition formerly titled youre in charge helps students progress from the basics of paragraph writing to the
development of full length essays the texts new models and exercises are centered around three main themes milestones ecology and relationships to
help students generate content and build vocabulary for their writing writing to communicate also features new prewriting exercises carefully
selected topics vocabulary and models group assignments graphic organizers paragraph checklists and peer help worksheets sections on the mechanics
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of writing appendices on writing under time pressure the university application essay paragraph formatting on a computer punctuation and common
linking words contents introduction to academic writing types of paragraphs organization of paragraphs coherence and cohesion unity and
completeness from paragraph to essay the thesis statement the introductory paragraph the concluding paragraph body paragraphs process
classification cause and effect comparison and contrast this comprehensive rhetoric workbook for developmental writers offers an integrated
balanced approach to paragraph and essay composition skills grammar and punctuation it helps students experience writing as a holistic activity by
teaching them specific grammar punctuation rules within the context of the specific types of writing where they are most often used and misused a lower
level version of this text covering sentence and paragraph skills is now available as well a concise practical text on writing paragraphs and essays
shaping college writing offers a visual guide in the form of i and t shapes to developing paragraphs that lead to full essays student and professional
writing samples are featured throughout and each chapter contains exercises for review with a contemporary open design over 60 images and additional
tables charts and graphs the writer s world supports visual learners like no other text many chapter opening photos are linked to concepts to help
students retain key information the visualizing writing cd rom included in every copy of the writer s world features 55 audio and animated mini lectures
on key writing and grammar topics these mini lectures help engage visual and audio learners by providing pertinent information in additional format listen
for a rhetoric writing in other courses compares well to kirzner foundations first bsm paragraphs and essays with integrated readings is the higher
level companion to sentences paragraphs and beyond in the two book brandon series instruction in this text comprehensive flexible and relevant is
predicated on the idea that reading and writing are linked and that good writing is the product of revision and rigorous editing the hallmarks of the
brandons books are tell show engage instruction ample demonstrations of good professional and student writing and an abundance of reading based
high interest general cross curricular and career related topics and prompts the reading based writing presented in this book provides experience in
critical thinking that enables students to write competently across the disciplines and transition smoothly to the next level of the english program
important notice media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version with a combined
process and product approach writing to communicate puts students on a fast track to clear and effective academic writing writing to communicate 2
guides students from writing simple paragraphs to composing well organized essays in key rhetorical models features theme based chapters encourage
students to explore ideas structure and mechanics sections develop accuracy new vocabulary builder sections provide useful language for writing
abundant and clear models give students solid support pair and group assignments promote collaborative learning graphic organizers paragraph
checklists and peer help worksheets enrich the writing process new bring it all together review sections provide opportunities for consolidation and
assessment focus on writing offers clear thorough coverage of college writing with a chapter design that puts writing first the focus on writing
strand in chapters 2 17 prompts students to write learn essential concepts as they follow a student model and apply those concepts to their own
writing in a series of manageable steps the text also empowers students with a unique tool for assessing and revising their work the easy to grasp
easy to remember test topic sentence or thesis statement evidence summary statement and transitions a complete three in one text focus on writing not
only covers the process of writing paragraphs and essays but also includes a grammar guide with exercises and an essay collection supplementary
online grammar practice through launchpad solo for readers and writers rounds out this complete package using methods he developed through grant
funded research award winning instructor chris juzwiak has documented a 15 increase in basic writers success rates on his campus these methods serve
as the foundation for touchstones a paragraph to essay level book that begins with a focus on academic paragraphs and essays then moves to higher
level skills such as using precise language and working with sources like stepping stones juzwiak s book for the sentence to paragraph level
touchstones includes scaffolded exercises and instruction color coded parts of speech and creative activities that keep students engaged by moving
progressively from simple to more complex skills in each part of the book and in each chapter touchstones ensures that all students feel confident in
what they re learning and empowered to continue the write start paragraphs to essays with student and professional readings 5e international edition
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introduces the developing writer to the basic elements necessary for writing effective essays in the academic environment the fifth edition focuses first
on writing paragraphs that express thoughts about a topic and then on expanding the topic to the longer essay format these skills will help students
communicate more effectively and prepare them for the rigors of their first college level composition course this developmental textbook teaches
students to write effective college level paragraphs and essays through a practical step by step approach with plenty of student written models
carefully sequenced writing activities brief coverage of source based writing and brand new grammar exercises all for a low price focus on writing
offers students thorough coverage of writing college paragraphs and essays in a visually inviting format and with a unique tool for assessing and
revising writing the easy to grasp easy to remember test method standing for topic sentence or thesis statement evidence summary statement and
transitions this practical tool helps students self edit their writing for unity support and coherence in this edition best selling authors laurie kirszner
and stephen mandell expand on their detailed step by step guidance for developing paragraphs offer more coverage of critical reading and thinking a new
chapter on college success research and provide new student models that reflect realistic student work the write start paragraphs to essays
introduces the developing writer to the basic elements necessary for writing effective essays in the academic environment the fifth edition focuses first
on writing paragraphs that express thoughts about a topic and then on expanding the topic to the longer essay format these skills will help students
communicate more effectively and prepare them for the rigors of their first college level composition course important notice media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version includes writers toolkit cd rom this paragraph to essay
text features high interest interconnected exercises designed to engage students includes 10 additional readings the global environment demands english
writing skill qec quick english compositions helps learners understand and practice english composition skills focusing on one essay type at a time qec
can help you write better quickly with many example patterns focusing on the sentence level qec includes over 20 essay types and covers a wide range
of essay topics guidelines help learners while writing obtain skills faster and more conveniently than ever improve your writing through many examples
and an applied emphasis for esl english as a second language efl english as a foreign language and esp english for specific purposes international students
this book is a companion to the qec software but can be used on its own without the app with this book you will improve your english composition
skill starting with the mechanics of punctuation and sentence structure you will be able to quickly reference english writing rules and view numerous
examples the next stage will guide you through paragraph construction with an emphasis on making your writing clear lastly over 20 types of
compositions are explained from admission to rhetoric each main topic includes practice exercises with exercise answers included at end of book topics
include part i markings unit 1 quotation marks unit 2 colon dash unit 3 two commas unit 4 single comma unit 5 semicolon unit 6 writing a list unit 7
possessive form unit 8 capitalization part ii sentences unit 9 parallelism unit 10 pronoun unit 11 verb noun agreement unit 12 countable noun noun
phrase unit 13 verb tense unit 14 sentence fragments unit 15 comma splice unit 16 number unit 17 connectors part iii paragraphs unit 18 beginning a
composition unit 19 paragraph format unit 20 writing guidelines part iv essays unit 21 admission unit 22 analysis unit 23 autobiography unit 24
argumentation unit 25 cause and effect unit 26 comparison and contrast unit 27 critique unit 28 definition unit 29 description unit 30 division and
classification unit 31 evaluation unit 32 exemplification unit 33 explication unit 34 exposition unit 35 invitation unit 37 literature unit 38
narration unit 39 opinion unit 40 persuasion unit 41 problem solution unit 42 process unit 43 resignation unit 44 reflection unit 45 review unit 46
rhetoric appendix qec software exercise answers real reading and writing puts both reading skills and writing skills in a real world context showing
students that good writing reading and thinking skills are both achievable and essential to their success in college and beyond miriam moore a
developmental and esl specialist from lord fairfax community college collaborated with susan anker to provide students with an integrated reading
and writing package students connect reading and writing with their real lives through practical examples model writing samples and readings that are
both engaging and relevant to their lives to keep students from getting overwhelmed the book focuses first on the most important concepts in each area
such as the four basics of the reading and writing process four basics of each rhetorical strategy the four most serious errors in the grammar section
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and the academic skills of summary analysis and synthesis



Paragraphs and Essays

2005

focus on writing paragraphs and essays is a clear inviting text that engages students visually demonstrates concepts with color and highlighting and
offers students the support and coverage they need to write well in college focus on writing offers the unique self assessment tool test topic
sentence evidence summary statement and transitions which works clearly and simply to motivate students and empowers them to become capable
writers and self editors in this revision best selling authors laurie kirszner and stephen mandell provide more support for moving from paragraph to
essay more step by step coverage of the writing process and more diverse examples exercises and models making the text both student friendly and
thorough

Focus on Writing

2011-01-31

this text is a comprehensive guide to developing well focused paragraphs and short essays it is an all in one rhetoric reader handbook ideal for
instructors who want to order only one book for the course the authors carefully pace instruction and help students actively experience the
relationship among reading thinking and writing the book is characterized by an extremely friendly teaching voice simple yet complete explanations and
ample opportunity for students to discuss practice and write

Writing Paragraphs and Essays

1995

get writing paragraphs and essays is designed to develop students confidence and skills as writers by engaging them in their own writing through tapping
into their personal interests with inventive assignments prompts and activities that help them focus their critical thinking skills like its successful
predecessor get writing sentences and paragraphs this paragraph to essay text keeps students continually writing and provides them with examples
that cover a wide variety of topics to appeal to students across the disciplines

Writing Paragraphs and Essays

1995-01-01

this basic writing rhetoric worktext focuses on paragraph and essay writing skills while featuring ample grammar coverage it explores the full
complexity of the writing process helping students to improve their composing processes and their ability to revise their writing for the 5 qualities of



good writing focus development unity coherence and correctness

Get Writing

2008-02-13

along these lines is a great all around introduction to paragraph and essay writing for first year and esl students its accessible workbook style
presents a clear step by step introduction to the stages of the writing process the word lines in the title refers to these stages which are called
thought lines outlines rough lines and final lines and serve as convenient prompts for each stage the fourth canadian edition features new readings
additional content on plagiarism and an increased focus on reading and writing to help prepare students for essay writing mycanadianwritinglab is not
included with the purchase of this product

Advancing Writer

1997

students have much to say about their goals families jobs college and the world around them get writing paragraphs and essays develops students
confidence and skills as writers by engaging them in their own writing through tapping into their personal interests with inventive assignments prompts
and activities that help them focus their critical thinking skills like its successful predecessor get writing sentences and paragraphs this paragraph to
essay text keeps students continually writing with numerous inventive assignments prompts and activities that give them the opportunity to express
themselves and build confidence in their ability to create thesis statements draft and develop paragraphs and write and revise their own essays

Along These Lines

2012-06-27

along these lines better prepares students for their future writing courses john biays and carol wershoven believe you do this by offering students
constant reinforcement of the writing process with a conversational tone and a blend of engaging activities each writing chapter takes students
through the steps of generating ideas through prewriting planning drafting and proofreading in order to polish your writing along these lines will help
prepare your students to by providing the most thorough writing process coverage found in any developmental writing series including integrating the
writing process throughout every writing chapter introducing students to peer review and collaborative exercises and adding a full chapter on the
research process



Get Writing

2006

with a combined process and product approach to academic writing this second edition formerly titled youre in charge helps students progress from the
basics of paragraph writing to the development of full length essays the texts new models and exercises are centered around three main themes
milestones ecology and relationships to help students generate content and build vocabulary for their writing writing to communicate also features
new prewriting exercises carefully selected topics vocabulary and models group assignments graphic organizers paragraph checklists and peer help
worksheets sections on the mechanics of writing appendices on writing under time pressure the university application essay paragraph formatting on a
computer punctuation and common linking words contents introduction to academic writing types of paragraphs organization of paragraphs coherence
and cohesion unity and completeness from paragraph to essay the thesis statement the introductory paragraph the concluding paragraph body
paragraphs process classification cause and effect comparison and contrast

Along These Lines

2010

this comprehensive rhetoric workbook for developmental writers offers an integrated balanced approach to paragraph and essay composition skills
grammar and punctuation it helps students experience writing as a holistic activity by teaching them specific grammar punctuation rules within the
context of the specific types of writing where they are most often used and misused a lower level version of this text covering sentence and paragraph
skills is now available as well

Writing to Communicate

2001

a concise practical text on writing paragraphs and essays shaping college writing offers a visual guide in the form of i and t shapes to developing
paragraphs that lead to full essays student and professional writing samples are featured throughout and each chapter contains exercises for review

Writing Paragraphs and Essays

1999

with a contemporary open design over 60 images and additional tables charts and graphs the writer s world supports visual learners like no other
text many chapter opening photos are linked to concepts to help students retain key information the visualizing writing cd rom included in every copy of



the writer s world features 55 audio and animated mini lectures on key writing and grammar topics these mini lectures help engage visual and audio
learners by providing pertinent information in additional format

Focus

1991

listen for a rhetoric writing in other courses compares well to kirzner foundations first bsm

Writing Paragraphs and Essays

2005-08

paragraphs and essays with integrated readings is the higher level companion to sentences paragraphs and beyond in the two book brandon series
instruction in this text comprehensive flexible and relevant is predicated on the idea that reading and writing are linked and that good writing is the
product of revision and rigorous editing the hallmarks of the brandons books are tell show engage instruction ample demonstrations of good
professional and student writing and an abundance of reading based high interest general cross curricular and career related topics and prompts the
reading based writing presented in this book provides experience in critical thinking that enables students to write competently across the disciplines and
transition smoothly to the next level of the english program important notice media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version

Shaping College Writing

2008

with a combined process and product approach writing to communicate puts students on a fast track to clear and effective academic writing writing
to communicate 2 guides students from writing simple paragraphs to composing well organized essays in key rhetorical models features theme based
chapters encourage students to explore ideas structure and mechanics sections develop accuracy new vocabulary builder sections provide useful
language for writing abundant and clear models give students solid support pair and group assignments promote collaborative learning graphic
organizers paragraph checklists and peer help worksheets enrich the writing process new bring it all together review sections provide opportunities for
consolidation and assessment



The Writer's World

2003-07

focus on writing offers clear thorough coverage of college writing with a chapter design that puts writing first the focus on writing strand in
chapters 2 17 prompts students to write learn essential concepts as they follow a student model and apply those concepts to their own writing in a
series of manageable steps the text also empowers students with a unique tool for assessing and revising their work the easy to grasp easy to
remember test topic sentence or thesis statement evidence summary statement and transitions a complete three in one text focus on writing not only
covers the process of writing paragraphs and essays but also includes a grammar guide with exercises and an essay collection supplementary online
grammar practice through launchpad solo for readers and writers rounds out this complete package

The Write Start with Readings

2016-02-09

using methods he developed through grant funded research award winning instructor chris juzwiak has documented a 15 increase in basic writers success
rates on his campus these methods serve as the foundation for touchstones a paragraph to essay level book that begins with a focus on academic
paragraphs and essays then moves to higher level skills such as using precise language and working with sources like stepping stones juzwiak s book for
the sentence to paragraph level touchstones includes scaffolded exercises and instruction color coded parts of speech and creative activities that
keep students engaged by moving progressively from simple to more complex skills in each part of the book and in each chapter touchstones ensures that
all students feel confident in what they re learning and empowered to continue

Wordsmith

1998-08-27

the write start paragraphs to essays with student and professional readings 5e international edition introduces the developing writer to the basic
elements necessary for writing effective essays in the academic environment the fifth edition focuses first on writing paragraphs that express thoughts
about a topic and then on expanding the topic to the longer essay format these skills will help students communicate more effectively and prepare them
for the rigors of their first college level composition course

Paragraphs and Essays: With Integrated Readings

2013



this developmental textbook teaches students to write effective college level paragraphs and essays through a practical step by step approach with
plenty of student written models carefully sequenced writing activities brief coverage of source based writing and brand new grammar exercises all for
a low price

Focus on Writing Paragraphs and Essays

2008

focus on writing offers students thorough coverage of writing college paragraphs and essays in a visually inviting format and with a unique tool for
assessing and revising writing the easy to grasp easy to remember test method standing for topic sentence or thesis statement evidence summary
statement and transitions this practical tool helps students self edit their writing for unity support and coherence in this edition best selling authors
laurie kirszner and stephen mandell expand on their detailed step by step guidance for developing paragraphs offer more coverage of critical reading and
thinking a new chapter on college success research and provide new student models that reflect realistic student work

Exploring Writing

2019-10-08

the write start paragraphs to essays introduces the developing writer to the basic elements necessary for writing effective essays in the academic
environment the fifth edition focuses first on writing paragraphs that express thoughts about a topic and then on expanding the topic to the longer
essay format these skills will help students communicate more effectively and prepare them for the rigors of their first college level composition
course important notice media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version

Writing to Communicate 2

2013-02-22

includes writers toolkit cd rom this paragraph to essay text features high interest interconnected exercises designed to engage students includes 10
additional readings

Focus on Writing

2013

the global environment demands english writing skill qec quick english compositions helps learners understand and practice english composition skills



focusing on one essay type at a time qec can help you write better quickly with many example patterns focusing on the sentence level qec includes over
20 essay types and covers a wide range of essay topics guidelines help learners while writing obtain skills faster and more conveniently than ever
improve your writing through many examples and an applied emphasis for esl english as a second language efl english as a foreign language and esp
english for specific purposes international students this book is a companion to the qec software but can be used on its own without the app with this
book you will improve your english composition skill starting with the mechanics of punctuation and sentence structure you will be able to quickly
reference english writing rules and view numerous examples the next stage will guide you through paragraph construction with an emphasis on making
your writing clear lastly over 20 types of compositions are explained from admission to rhetoric each main topic includes practice exercises with
exercise answers included at end of book topics include part i markings unit 1 quotation marks unit 2 colon dash unit 3 two commas unit 4 single
comma unit 5 semicolon unit 6 writing a list unit 7 possessive form unit 8 capitalization part ii sentences unit 9 parallelism unit 10 pronoun unit 11
verb noun agreement unit 12 countable noun noun phrase unit 13 verb tense unit 14 sentence fragments unit 15 comma splice unit 16 number unit 17
connectors part iii paragraphs unit 18 beginning a composition unit 19 paragraph format unit 20 writing guidelines part iv essays unit 21 admission
unit 22 analysis unit 23 autobiography unit 24 argumentation unit 25 cause and effect unit 26 comparison and contrast unit 27 critique unit 28
definition unit 29 description unit 30 division and classification unit 31 evaluation unit 32 exemplification unit 33 explication unit 34 exposition unit
35 invitation unit 37 literature unit 38 narration unit 39 opinion unit 40 persuasion unit 41 problem solution unit 42 process unit 43 resignation
unit 44 reflection unit 45 review unit 46 rhetoric appendix qec software exercise answers

Touchstones

2000-12-13

real reading and writing puts both reading skills and writing skills in a real world context showing students that good writing reading and thinking
skills are both achievable and essential to their success in college and beyond miriam moore a developmental and esl specialist from lord fairfax
community college collaborated with susan anker to provide students with an integrated reading and writing package students connect reading and
writing with their real lives through practical examples model writing samples and readings that are both engaging and relevant to their lives to keep
students from getting overwhelmed the book focuses first on the most important concepts in each area such as the four basics of the reading and
writing process four basics of each rhetorical strategy the four most serious errors in the grammar section and the academic skills of summary
analysis and synthesis

The Writer's World

2015



Writing Paragraphs and Essays

2013-01-15

Writing First with Readings

2011

The Write Start, Paragraph to Essay

2000-11-15

Writing for Life

1982-01-01

Structuring Paragraphs and Essays

1982

Sentences, Paragraphs, and Essays

2013-09-20

Sentences, Paragraphs, Essays

2013-02-14



Loose-leaf Version for Focus on Writing

2011-07-14

The Write Start, Paragraph to Essay: With Student and Professional Readings

1999-08

Foundations for Writing

2014-08-31

Composing with Confidence

2009-12

Quick English Compositions

2014-12-05

Real Writing

2000

Real Reading and Writing

2003-06-01



Along These Lines

The Write Start with Readings: Sentences to Paragraphs/Paragraphs to Essays
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